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Let G be a finite p-soluble subgroup of GL(n, C) and let P be a Sylow p-s 
group of 6. A well-known result of Ito ([SJ) states that if p > B (p > 72 + 1 
is a Fermat prime) then G has a normal abelian Sylow p-subgroup. Seve 
authors have extended this result to obtain a bound for j P/O,(G)/ as a function 
of n,p. In particular, Dixon ([l]), Winter ([12]) have obtained an in general 
best possible bound for / P/O,(G)/. Winter ([lo], [ll]), has obtained a bound for 
j P/O,(G)/ in the case where P is cyclic which is of a much lower order of magni- 
tude than that which obtains in the general case. In this paper we show that if the 
rank of the Sylow p-intersections P n Px are suitably restricted, one can obtain 
a bound for 1 P/O,(G)/ which is of a much lower order of magnitude than that 
which obtains in general. In particular, we show that if (P n ~~)l~~(G) is 
cyclic for all x E G - N,(P) and p > 3 and P/O,(G) is not metacyclic, then 
,(G)j < pw where w is the bound obtained by Winter for the case P cyciic 
und of the same order of magnitude in n cannot hold for f/O,(G) meta- 
. The proof of this result is based on an analysis of the possible structures of 
P-the only result specifically on the structure of p-soluble linear groups used is 
Winter’s Theorem ([IO]). A theorem of Blackburn ([4] 111 (12.4)) classifying 
p-groups (p > 3) with no elementary abelian normal subgroups of order p3 is 
fundamental to the proof. We feel that the methods developed in the proof may 
be useful in dealing with related questions on p-soluble linear groups. 
The notation is standard (cf. [2], [4]). I n particular, we recall that O,(G), 
,(G) denote the largest normal p-subgroup, p’-subgroup, respectively, of G. 
i G I13 denotes thep-share of 1 G j. Th e rank k of a finite p-group P is defined In 
this paper by 
ph is the maximum of the orders of elementary abelian subgroups of P, 
We define for prime p and natural number n, m,(n) by 
u,(n) = 4813 if p=2 
= BPi(P - 1) if p > 2 is a Fermat prime 
==n if p > 2 is not a Fermat prime. 
Finally, C denotes the complex number field. 
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We begin by stating Winter’s Theorem ([lo]) in the form we wish to apply it. 
WINTER’S THEOREM. Let G be a jinite p-soluble subgroup of GL(n, C) and let P 
be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that P is cyclic. Then ! P/O,(G), < un(n). 
Remark. There appears to be a slight oversight in the last line of the proof of 
Winter’s Theorem in ([lo]) in th e case p - 2, since from 2” dividing q”” -- 1 
one cannot necessarily conclude that 2” < qb -,- 1. This can be rectified by noting 
that as in the Suprunenko structure theory for primitive soluble linear groups 
(cf. Dixon [l]), P/OJG) is isomorphic to a subgroup of Sp(2b, y) where rz =-_ qh 
while the expomnt of a Sylow 2-subgroup of Sp(2b, q) is at most q” L 1 (cf. also 
Step IS of the proof of Theorem 7 below). 
An examination of the proof of Winter’s Theorem shows that if WC assume in 
addition that P n Px =- O,(G) f or all xc; G - NG(P), we can improve the 
conclusion for p =. 2 and for p a Fermat prime to 1 P/O,(G)! < n L- 1 in these 
cases. 
WC now prove 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a finite p-soluble group and let P be a Sylow p-subgroup 
of G. Assume that 
; HiO,(H):, < j G,lO,(G)J, 
for all proper subgroups H of G with H n O,(G) = O,(H). 
Then G -=: PO,(G) and Co(O,,(G)) =z 2(0,,(G)) x O,(G). 
Proof. First we claim that O,(G) < G(G). F or suppose this is not so and let 
M be a maximal subgroup of G with O,(G) 4 X. We may assume that P n &I is 
a Sylow p-subgroup of M. Xow G = MO,(G) so 
and thus 
((O,(M))’ 1 p E G> < ((O,(M))~ \ g E O,,(G)) 
<P 
O,(M) < O,(G). 
But now 
PK&,(G) - (P n A?) O,(G)/O,(G) = (P n M)/(O,(G) n M) 
= (P n M),/O,(M). 
Since M is a proper subgroup of G, this is a contradiction. 
Let W/O,(G) == O,,(G/O,(G)). ‘S . ince G is p-soluble, Lemma (1.2.3) of Hall- 
Higman ([3]) implies that W/O,(G) contains its centralizer in G,/O,(G). Ry the 
Schur-Zassenhaus theorem, IV has a Hall p’-subgroup H and all such H arc 
conjugate. Applying the Frattini argument to pi < W K.I G, we get G = 
WN,(H) = Q,(G) N,(H). El ence No(M) = G and If <I G. Also C,( 
Z(U) x Q,(G). Hence O,(M) < P IT C,(H) = O,(G), so PH = 6. 
We now record the following consequence of Winter’s Theorem. This result 
&a fallows from Coro11ary 2 of Winter [I I] (cf. also [7] (5.31)). 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a finite p-soluble mbgrozlp of GL(nz, C) and let P be a 
Sylow p-subgmtip of G. Then the exponent of P/O,(G) is at most u,(n). 
ProoJ. Assume the result is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. 
Then G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem h so G = ~O~~(G~ and C~(~~,(~)) -z 
O,(G) Z(U~~(G)). Let x E P be such that ~~~(~) has greatest possible order. By 
minima&y, G = (x}O,~(G) and Winter’s Theorem gives a contradiction. 
The following result is needed in the proof of the next theorem. 
PROPOSITION. Let B be an elementary de&an group of order .>~2 actzkg on a 
p~-g~o~p Q. Then Q is ge~utea by the subgroups Co(D) where D mnges oaei- the 
subgyoups of B of index p. 
ProoJ. Suppose first that Q is a q-group for some prime cf. By ([2] (5.3.16)) ,Q 
is generated by (Co(x)) as x ranges over B - (I>. If ! B j = p2, this Droves the 
result. Suppose j B i > pa. Let B, be a complement to (xj in B (that is 
B = (x} x S,). Then j 3, / 3 p2 and 3, acts on Co(x). Using induetior~, we 
may assume that Co(~) is generated by C,(x) n Co(&) where E, ranges over the 
subgroups of B, of index p. Since (x, l&J has index p in B, this praves the result 
when Q is a q-group. 
In the general case, let ql ,..., qT be the distinct primes dividing Q. Since 
a p’-group, for each i there exists a B-invariant Sylow q,-subgroup S, of Q 
the last paragraph, & is generated by C,,(D) as 0 ranges over the subgroups of 
of in&x$. Since Q is generated by S, ~ . .. . S,? t the result follows. 
We now prove another reduction result. 
Boo,f. Write G = G/O,(G), P = PIOJG). By Theorem 1, G = PQ where 
Q = U,<(G) and Co(Q) = O,(G) Z(Q). Thus f”i acts faithfully on Q. Suppose for 
the sake of contradiction that P has rank 3 LI’ + 2. Let B be an elementary 
abelian subgroup of P of order p d+2. Since B acts on Q, the ~ro~os~t~on imp&s 
that Q is generated by the groups Co(D) where f> runs through the set of 
subgroups of B of index p. Let c E Co(D) for some such D. Then 
(Pn P)/O,(G> > D which has rank d + 1. Hence c ~iV’o(p) = Co(P). 
this implies Q = C,(P), giving a contradiction. 
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The next result has been proved by Okuyama ([9]) under the additional 
hypothesis that O,(G) = 1. We include the proof here since it follows quickly 
from our reduction results. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be a jnite p-soluble subgroup of GL(n, C) and let P be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that P n P” = O,(G) for all x E G - N&P). 
Then 1 P/O,(G)] < f where 
6) f = 2(n + 1) a. p=2 
(ii) f = n + 1 if p > 2 is a Fermat prime 
(iii) f = n if p > 2 is not a Fermat prime. 
Proof, Assume the result is false and let G be a minimal counterexample. 
Then G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorems 1 and 3 (with d = 0). So P/O,(G) 
has rank at most one and thus P/O,(G) is cyclic if p > 2 and it has a cyclic 
subgroup A/O,(G) f d o in ex at most 2 if p = 2. Also G = PO,,(G). The result 
now follows from Winter’s Theorem applied to <x)0,,(G) where x0,(G) 
generates P/O,(G) it p > 2 and A/O,(G) if p = 2 - for p = 2 or p a Fermat 
prime we use the fact observed in the Remark after Winter’s Theorem that 
w,(n) can be replaced by n + 1 in this situation. 
To get an analogue of Theorem 4 for more complicated Sylow p-intersections 
we need the following result which is Theorem 1 of ([6]). 
THEOREM 5. Let P be a Jinite p-group of exponent pe and suppose p’ is the 
maximum of the orders of the elementary abelian normal subgroups of P. Then 
] P j < pk wheTe 
k = &(3r - 1) + re if p=2. (1) 
h = @(r - 1) + re if p>2. (2) 
We now prove 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a finite p-soluble subgroup of GL(n, C) and let P be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that (P n P”)/O,(G) has rank at most d fop all 
x E G - N,(P). If P/O,(G) h as exponent pe, then j P/O,(G)! < pk where 
k = $(d + 1)(3d + 2) + (d f l)e if p=2. (1) 
k = &d(d + 1) + (d + l)e if p>2. (2) 
In any case j P/0,(@\ < I where 1 = ~~(n)~+lp~ and 
m = $(d + 1)(3d + 2) if p=2 (1) 
m = +d(d + I) zy p>2. (2) 
Proc$ Assume the resuh is false and let G be a minimal counter~x~~~e~ 
Then Theorem 3 implies that P/O,(G) has no elementary abelian subgroup of 
order p&+2. The first assertion now follows from Theorem 5. Also Theorem 2 
implies that pe < w,(n). This proves the second assertion. 
COROLLdUiY. Let G be a j&.&e p-soZubZe su 
Syhw p-subgrozlp of G. Assame that (P CT P 
N,(P). Then 1 P/O,(G)1 <f where f = mwg(n)z and 
m = 32 if p-2 0) 
m=p if p>2* (-21 
The remainder of the paper is devoted to improving the ~~~~~~a~ for p > 3. 
For P/O,(G) not metacyclic, we get a substantial improvement, 
We break the proof up into a long series of steps, 
Theorem 1 implies 
4;. G = POs,(G) and ~~(O~,(G)) = ~(~~,(G)) x S,(G). 
Theorem 3 implies 
II. P has no elementary abelian subgroup of order ps. 
III. i” is not metacyclic. 
For suppose P is metacyciic. Then P bas a cyclic subgroup c with ] c 12 3 
/ P j. But now Theorem 2 gives a contradiction. 
NQW a theorem of BIackburn ([4] IIT (12.4)) implies 
IV. P has one of the following structures: 
(CX) p is the central product, with central subgroups of order p identified, 
of the no~abe~i~ group of osder p3 and exponent p and the Gyclic group of order 
pm for some m 3 2. 
(p) P = (x, y, x / xp = y” = %zi” == 1, [y, x] = X@-“, [y, z] = 2, 
[z, z] = y> where s is a quadratic residue or a quadratic nonresidue modp-these 
two possibilities for s lead to nonisomorphic groups. 
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We now list some easy consequences of IV. 
. - 
V. (1) Z(P) is cyclic 
(ii) every subgroup K of H with [ K ( > ps contains r = ~~(Z(~~~. In 
particular the m~imal degree of a faithful transitive permutation representation 
ofPi j pi/p. 
(iii) P’ has order p in case (a} and H’ is noncyclic of order p2 in case (8). 
(iv) 
-- -- 
in case @), Z(@v) = @(P/V) has index ps in P/V. 
We now prove 
VI. G = PQ with Q <I G for some Sylow q-subgroup Q of G, q # p. In 
particular G is soluble. 
By I, G = POT’, so for each prime divisor q # p of ] G j, O,?(G) contains 
a Sylow ~~sub~oup Q of G normalized by P. If PQ < G, then Ok > O,(G), 
by minimality of G. But now O~(~Q)~O~{~ is a nontrivial normal subgroup of P 
and hence contains a nontrivial subgroup of Z(p). Hence v < O,(PQ) where 
v/O,(G) = T. Thus V < C,(Q). Since I’ u C,(O,,(G)), we thus see that for 
some q, PQ = G, proving VI. 
VII. Let B be a proper normal subgroup of Q normalized by P. Then 
B G Z(QV). 
Since B < Q, PB < G, so O,(PB) > O,(G). As in VI, V < O,(PB) and B 
centralizes Y. If B $ Z(Q), then Co(s) # Q and is P-i~v~i~t, so repeating 
the argument, v < O~(PCo(~~~. So r < O~{P~~(~)) r\ C&3) < O~(C~(~)) = 
O,(G). This is a contradiction. Hence B & Z(Q). 
VIII. G is irreducible. 
Suppose G is reducible. Say G is of the form 
where Gi < GL(n, , C), % + n, = n. There exist normal subgroups K1 , rC, of 
Gsuch~atG~~~~G%(i=l,2)~dK~~~~=l.Also &#l,Irl,flby 
minimal&y of R. Suppose first that K1 > Q. Then, since K1 n K, = I, 
KS < CG@) = WG) ZiQ!), so, using Kl n KS = 1 again, K, < O,(G). But 
then O,(G/K,) = O,(G)/.& and G/K, E G, < GL(n$ , C) inherits the hypo- 
theses. Since & # 1, minima&y of G gives a contradiction. 
Hence K, 3 Q and similarly K, 3 Q. Also by the same argument neither Kl 
or K, is a p-group. Suppose Q is abelian. By VII, there are no proper P-invariant 
normal subgroups of Q strictly containing C,(V). So Q/C,(V) is elementary 
abelian. By ([4J III (13.3>>, [Q, V, V] = [Q, VI7 so, by VII again, IQ, V] = Q 
Let u E Q, v E V. Then z@ E C,(V), so lug, v] = 1. But, since Q is abelian, 
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facq, v] = [u, ~114. Hence [Q, V] has exponent q. Thus Q is elementary abe~~a~. 
Hence Kz A Q has by Maschke’s Theorem, a P-invariant complement K, in Q. 
By minima&y of G, O,(PKI) > O,(G), O,(PK,) > O,(G) and hence as 
before Y < O,(PK& V < O,(PK,,) and thus V < C,(<K, n Q, Ko>) = C’,(Q) 
and thus V < O,(G), a con~adi~t~on. Hence Q is not abelian. But then 
P.-Z(Q) < G, so, as before Y < C&?(Q)). 
Let W/K1 = O,(G[K,). Note W Q G and W = S(K, 
P n W <i P. Also O,(G) < S. Suppose O,(G) < S. Then 
[Y, Q] < K, A Q. Since V centralizes Kz n Q (since Kr n Q < 
[Q, V, V] == 2. But then [Q, V] = 1 by ([4] III ~~3.3)~b)) and k/ < 
a ~on~ad~~t~on. This argument shows that 5’ = BANG). Aiso it shows that 
K, < O~(G)(K~ n Q). Next, we prove that G/.8$ satisfies our hypotheses. To do 
this we must show that [PKl n (PK,)x]IO,(G) is cyclic for x EQ - No(PK,). 
Let w E FK, n (PKl)z. Then w = uk, = v”k, for some ZG, v E P and kl , k, E 
Kl n Q. Then v-h = [u, ~]$k;~ E P n Q = 1. Hence TO = u. So [L”I, x] E ATI n Q. 
Let T = {g E P j lu, x] E K3 n Q>. Then T is a subgroup of P ~o~~ain~~g O,(G). 
Hence T acting by conjugation on Q maps the coset .z(.& n Q) into itself, Hence 
there exists x0 E x(&Z, I? Q) such that T fixes x0 ([4] I (X6)). But then 7’ < 
P R PO. Hence if T/O,(G) is not cychc, x0 E N,(P) and thus x E A~o(FKl), a 
contradiction. Thus T/O,(G) is cyclic. 
Now PiTI n (P&)” < TK., and thus it is cyefic mod ~~~G~~~). Since 
Gpq z. Gl f GL(n, , C) and K r =# 1, the rni~~rn~~t~ of G now gives a contra- 
dktion. 
Suppose on the contrary that Z(Q) < Z(G). Then P acts f~~tbf~~ly and irre- 
ducibly on Q~~~Q). Let .iV L-= {X E QjZ{Q) j P fixes x). Then .N is ~-i~~aria~t. 
IfN= Q~Z~Q), then [V, Q] < Z(Q) and thus, as in the proof of VIII, [Ql E’, V] = 
1 = [Q, V], giving a contradiction. Thus iV =T; I. For each x t: Q~~~Q), let 3 
denote the orbit of x under P. Then j f / = / 1” : 4, j where L n v = I and thus, 
by V(n), 1 L j < p. Hence / 2 1 E 0 mod j P /,Jp- 
Next, let x be the character of G. By Clifford’s theorem (EL%] V (1’7.3)) 
and VIPX, 
where xl ,..., x1 form a complete set of distinct (irreducible) G-conjugate 
characters of Q and a is a natural number. In particular, ~2 == Q&~(I). Hence 
k-a? I Xl&? = a% 
Letg e Q - Z(Q). There exists h E Q such that [g, h] f 1. Since Z(Q) < Z(G), 
Z(Q) consists of scalar matrices and thus, since Q’ 6 Z(Q), Ja-*gJz = clg for some 
complex number 01 # 1. Hence x(g) = 0 for allg E Q - Z(Q). So (xl0 , ~1~)~ = 
n21 ~Ol,‘i Q I- I-I ence 1 Q/Z(Q)1 = na]a2Z. Since Z(Q) < Z(G) consists of scalar 
matrices, it is cyclic, so Q has a faithful irreducible character 6. By the argument 
for x 1 o above B(g) = 0 for all g E Q - Z(Q) and hence 
1 = (4 81, = WYI z(Q)lll Q I- 
Hence 
I QKQ)i = P forsome s>l. 
Note that qs = n/u(Z)l’z < n. Now q 2s = 1 mod / P [/p and thus, since p > 2, 
! H lip < (4” -t 1) G n-i- 1 
with equality possible only for p a Fermat prime. This gives a contradiction. 
So IX holds. (It is not difficult to verify that j Q’ j = q and that P is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Sp(2s, q) above, but this is not necessary to get a contradiction 
here). 
X. Final ~on~a~ction. 
By IX, Z(Q) + Z(G). Since Z(Q) < Z(O,(G)Q), O,(G)Q is reducibIe. By 
Clifford’s theorem ([4] V (17.3)), th ere exists a divisor Y of n, such that E = Cn 
has subspaces Ts ,..., T, satisfying 
(1) each Ti is QO~~G)-~v~i~t 
(2) G transitively permutes Tr ,..., l’,. 
(3) there exists a divisor e of n/Y such that each T, has subspaces Til ,,.., T,, 
such that 
(a) Ti = Til @ *.. $ Tie 
(PI Ta ,-**, T,, are irreducible QO~{~-spares 
(Y) Til ,..., Ti, are isomorphic as QOJ G)-modules 
(4) E= T,@...@T,.. 
Let H be the subgroup of G fixing Tl ,..., T, . So H = (g E G j g( Ts) = Ti , 
i = 1, 2,..., Y). We note that we may assume that for j = 1, . . . . e the action of 
QO,(G) on T,, is the same. Choosing a basis for E consisting of the union of 
bases for all the Tii, we see that H centralizes Z(Q) since on each Tij and thus 
on each Ti , Z(QO,(G)) is represented by scalar matrices. 
Let u E Z(Q) and consider P n PU mod O,(G). If Z(Q) <No(P), then 
F’, z(Q)1 = 1 and z(Q) < -W-+ contrary to IX. Hence there exists EC E Z(Q) 
such that P n PW mod O,(G) is cyclic. Since El < C~~Z~Q)), the Sylow p-sub- 
groups of ~~0~~~ are cyclic. Let Pa = P n H. Then O,(G) < Pa 4 P and 
P/Pa is isomorphic to a transitive subgroup of the symmetric group S, , since 
P/P,-,, G/H. Suppose that P, = O,(G). Then Y >, / P l/p (by V(5)) and 
j P 1 < pr .< pn, a contradiction. 
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Hence P, > O,(G) and thus PO >, V* Now P&j is a subdirect product of 
linear groups of degree n/p and O,(P,,Q) = O,(G), since Co(Q) - O,(G) Z(Q). 
Also .P,[O,(G) is cyclic. Hence, by Winter’s theorem applied to the com~o~en~~ 
of P,,Q, we get 1 P*lO~(G)l & n/~ (np/r(p - 1) ifp is a Fermat prime). 
Suppose that f/Pa is abelian. Then Y = j PiPa 1 and 
1 P 1 < r~ (if p is not a Fermat prime) 
Gjywl !ff..- (if p is a Fermat prime), 
giving a contradiction- 
Hence P/P0 is not abelian and thus Phas the structure given in Irr(p). Eiowevcr, 
if the action of P/P0 on {T1 ,,.‘, TT) is that on the cosets of a subgroup K, note 
that no nontrivial subgroup of K is normal in P/P0 and thus using the fact that 
PO > Y and V(iv), 1 K j < p. Hence j P/P0 / < pi. Since / P 1 = 
1 P/P0 1 ! ~~~~~(G~~ we have a final contradictions 
&ROLLARY. Let G be ajttitep-sol&e subgroup of GL(n, c) (p > 3) and bt l? 
be a Sylow p-subgroup of G. Assume that P n P* is cych’cfobr al2 x E G - rV;;( 
Then / P/B,(G)j < d where 
(a) if F is ~~acy&l~ d = (~~(n))s 
fb) iffp is not ~~~~~~~1~~ d = pan. 
Pmofa Let P = P/O,(G). Suppose P is metacyclic. Then / P : ?Jr,jp)i < pP 
(pi] III (1 L4)). If f or some x, P A P” # P and P I? Pm > O,(G), then O,(G) < 
t&(P) and j P : U;(P)/ <pa and P is metacyclic. On the other hand, if P f? Pz ‘= 
O,(G) for all x E G - N&P), the result follows from Theorem 4. Hence we 
may assume that if P is metacyclic, so is P. The result then fo&3ws ~rnrned~a~e~~~ 
from the theorem. 
EXAMPLES. The quaternion group P of order 8 regarded as a SyIow 2-sub- 
group of SL(2,3) = Sp(2,3) t ac s naturally on the nonabelian group 
exponent 3 and order 27 centralizing Z(Q) and the resultant semidirect product 
G = QP has a faithful irreducible complex representation of degree 3. The 
bound 8~13 in Theorem 4(i) is attained by this group. 
Let p > 2 be a prime and let q be a prime with 4 = I mod p and let G be the 
nonabelian group of order pi. Then G has a faithful irreducible complex 
repsesentatiun of degree p, so the bound in Theorem 4&i) is attained. 
Ito ([5]) has shown that for each Fermat prime p, there exists a finite ~r~rn~~iv~ 
soluble subgroup G of GL(p - 1, C) with a non-normal Sylow ~*subgrou~ of 
order p. Thus the bound in Theorem 4(ii) is attained by this group. 
If G is a Frobenius group with Frobenius kernel F abelian and Frobenius 
complement P a cyclic p-group (p > 3) and G has a faithful irreducible com- 
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plex representation X of degree m, then m = / P j by ([4] V (16.13)) and the 
direct sum X @ Xalso satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 7(a)(i) with n = 2m, 
so the bound in Theorem 7(a)(i) cannot be reduced below n2/4. In particular, 
a bound linear in n (as in Theorem 7(b)) cannot hold for reducible groups with 
P metacyclic. 
Note that the bounds in Theorem 7(b) are only p times those in Winter’s 
Theorem. 
If we assume p = 3 in Theorem 7, then Blackburn ([4] III (12.4)) has shown 
that the only nonmetacyclic 3-groups in addition to the groups listed in Step TV 
having no elementary abelian subgroups of order 27 are the 3-groups of maximal 
class. Using the fact that a 3-group P of maximal class has by ([4] III (14.4)(l), 
(14.7)) a maximal subgroup PI with is metacyclic and thus has a cyclic subgroup 
of order at least (I P, l)1/z, Theorem 7 holds for p = 3 if we replace (b) by (b’) 
(i) if P is not metacyclic or of maximal class, d = 9n/2. 
(ii) if P is of maximal class, d = 27n2/4. 
However, the bound in (b’)(ii) is then just the bound in the Corollary to 
Theorem 6 and is probably very much too big. An improvement by our methods 
would require further analysis of 3-groups of maximal class. 
To obtain an analogue of Theorem 7 for p = 2 by the methods of this paper 
would require a classification and analysis of 2-groups with no elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 8 and this is an extremely difficult problem (see 
Anne (MacWilliams) Patterson’s paper [8]). 
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